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RichaRd L. BednaR
President, CeO & Chairman

TenPoint Crossbow Technologies®
Horton Crossbow Innovations™
Wicked Ridge Crossbows®

Thanks to our customers, 2015 was another successful year.  

After taking a look at this catalog, we are certain you will share in  

our excitement for 2016. We are laser focused on building the  

market’s premier crossbows and crossbow accessories.

Headlining our 2016 lineup, the NEW Carbon Nitro RDX™ is a  

premium-level version of the industry’s most intriguing new  

technology — the reverse-draw crossbow. Its balance, profile,  

and performance are unmatched by the competition. 

This year we are also launching a complete redesign of our two  

all-time best-selling crossbows — the Titan SS™ and Turbo GT™.  

They are lighter, shorter, faster, and easier to handle than their  

previous models. They are, without a doubt, better than ever.

For accessories, we have re-designed the Omni-Brite™ Lighted  

Nock System. The Omni-Brite 2.0™ features a NEW snap-on, locking 

feature that prevents the Omni-Nock™ from jarring loose on impact, 

and will be the premier lighted nock system on the market. 

Each year we continue to broaden our range of offerings, but one 

thing will never change — our commitment to leading the industry  

in technology, quality, and customer service. We have focused  

heavily over the past year on expanding our facility, while refining our 

supply chain management, quality control, and overall operations.  

We promise we will do whatever it takes to live up to the standards  

we set for ourselves when we opened our doors in 1994.

Good hunting.

We BUiLd PerFeCt mOments 

intO eVerY CrOssBOW.  

SeiZe YOUR MOMenT.

FOR 2016
RAW POWER 
MEETS REFINED PERFORMANCE  
IN FOUR NEW HIGH-OCTANE,  
ADRENALINE-FUELED  
CROSSBOWS FOR 2016. 

Sporting a precision-crafted, laminated wood stock rendered in a durable 

weather-resistant semi-gloss finish with a non-slip rubber butt plate,  

the Venom Xtra™ is the perfect fit for the discriminating hunter,  

shooting enthusiast, or collector wanting the  

very best. Anchored by a 19.9-inch woven  

carbon-fiber barrel and powered by a  

185-pound XLT™ bow assembly  

equipped with HE2™ Cams and  

DynaFLIGHT 97 string and cables  

with a hard yoke system,  

the Venom Xtra launches  

arrows up to 372 FPS.

Featuring our ultra-light, wrapped carbon-fiber barrel and NEW C3™ carbon stock, the Carbon  

Nitro RDX is the first carbon reverse-draw crossbow on the market. Molded from carbon-fiber- 

infused PolyOne™ OnForce™, the high-tech stock features an adjustable rubber cheek piece and 

butt plate for a perfect fit. Powered by our NEW ultra-narrow RDX bow assembly equipped with  

a custom RDX Cam System™ and DynaFLIGHT 97 string and cables, this perfectly balanced  

hunting machine shoots up to a blazing 385 FPS.

PerFeCtiOn 
IS AN EXPERIENCE.
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OMNI-BRITE 2.0 
LIGHTED NOCk SySTEM
A lighted version of our revolutionary Omni-Nock, the NEW three-piece  

Omni-Brite 2.0 Lighted Nock System is a substantially improved version of the  

original Omni-Brite. The system consists of a redesigned Nock Receiver with built-in  

locking clips, an impact activated LED lite stick, and a new transparent, auto-indexing  

Omni-Brite Cap that snaps securely into the receiver. The clip and snap-in feature is a great  

improvement over the original pressure-fit system because it’s designed to prevent the Omni-Brite Cap 

from popping out of the Receiver on impact. Just like the non-illuminated Omni-Nock, the Omni-Brite 2.0 

eliminates improper loading accidents common with moon and capture nocks, and prevents flat-nock 

“shoot-over” or “shoot-under”, which can happen with today’s narrow bow assemblies. The Omni-Brite 2.0 

provides superior flight visibility while improving arrow flight. 

EMBROIDERED SOFT CASE  
WITH STORAGE POCkET
Constructed from double-stitched high-grade Cordura®, our NEW  

TenPoint embroidered soft case features a large zipper-accessible  

storage compartment that is perfect for storing and carrying your 

arrows, quiver, and other accessories. The case includes a removable, 

adjustable shoulder strap and fits all TenPoint crossbows.

A top-to-bottom makeover of our all-time best-selling crossbow, the NEW Titan SS pairs our 

NEW Fusion S stock and barrel configuration with a powerful, field-tested bow assembly to 

create the lightest, shortest, and fastest Titan model to date. Its 175-pound bow assembly 

measures a maneuverable 18.5-inches axle-to-axle and is mounted on the lightweight  

stock featuring a two-position adjustable butt plate and strategically placed cutouts that 

reduce weight and improve handling. Measuring 35-inches long, weighing 6.7-pounds,  

and shooting up to 340 FPS, it’s primed to carry on the TenPoint Titan legacy  

for years to come.

The newest version in our long line of successful Turbo models, the NEW Turbo GT is lighter, 

shorter, and faster than its highly popular predecessors. The NEW Fusion S™ stock features 

a two-position adjustable butt plate and strategically placed cutouts that reduce weight and 

improve handling. Powered by a time-tested 175-pound XLT bow assembly that measures an 

ultra-compact 13.5-inches axle-to-axle, the easy-to-handle next generation Turbo GT  

measures 35-inches long, weighs 6.5-pounds, and shoots up to 360 FPS.
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the PinnaCLe OF FOrm and FUnCtiOn
The precision-crafted, laminated wood stock Venom Xtra is created for the  
discriminating hunter, shooting enthusiast, or collector who demands the best. With its 
classic, heirloom-quality stock, woven carbon fiber barrel and XLT bow assembly,  
it establishes a benchmark for crossbow aesthetics and performance.

At only 13.3" axle-to-axle (when 
cocked), TenPoint’s Xtreme Limb 
Technology (XLT) is ultra-compact 
and maneuverable.

185
LB draW

370-grain Pro Lite Arrow:

425-grain Pro Elite Arrow:

VENOM XTRA VAPOR

372/114
FPs/Ke

353/118
FPs/Ke

PACKAGE OVERVIEW

Available only as a complete package

OPtiCs TenPoint RangeMaster Pro Scope mounted on an extended machined aluminum  
7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount

COCKinG aid Your choice of either the patented ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism

QUiVer Instant Detach 3-Arrow Quiver; Ambidextrous Side-Mount Quiver Bracket

arrOWs Six-pack of TenPoint Pro V22 carbon arrows with practice points

Case Compact Limb Soft Crossbow Case

nOise damPeninG TenPoint’s exclusive Bowjax Crossbow Noise Dampening Kit; SDS (String Dampening System)

additiOnaL items Owner’s Instructional DVD; TenPoint vehicle window sticker

Includes 
RUBBeR 
SafeTY WingS

Helps protect fingers from  
dangerously migrating  
above flight deck.

PACKAGE OVERVIEW

Available only as a complete package

OPtiCs TenPoint RangeMaster Pro™ Scope mounted on an extended machined aluminum  
7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount

COCKinG aid Your choice of either the patented ACUdraw™ or ACUdraw 50™ cocking mechanism

QUiVer Instant Detach 3-Arrow Quiver; Ambidextrous Side-Mount Quiver Bracket

arrOWs Six-pack of TenPoint Pro Elite carbon arrows with practice points

Case Compact Limb Soft Crossbow Case

nOise damPeninG TenPoint’s exclusive Bowjax Crossbow Noise Dampening Kit; SDS (String Dampening System)

additiOnaL items Owner’s Instructional DVD; TenPoint vehicle window sticker

Includes 
RUBBeR 
SafeTY WingS

Helps protect fingers from  
dangerously migrating  
above flight deck.

ELITE-LEVEL  
PERFORMANCE
& AESTHETICS 

VaPOriZe the COmPetitiOn
The top-of-the-line Vapor offers a novel design platform focused on speed, weight  
reduction, and maneuverability. Its streamlined PLT™ bow assembly and FSB™ stock,  
fitted with our carbon fiber barrel, combine to produce the quietest, most accurate,  
and most efficient top-of-the-line model we have ever made.

The Vapor’s unique PLT bow  
assembly measures an  
astonishingly narrow 12.6" axle-to- 
axle when cocked, for powerhouse  
performance and remarkable  
maneuverability in tight spaces.

360/121
FPs/Ke

420-grain Pro V22 Arrow:

165
LB draW

PURE POWER, 
ACCURACy &
HANDLING 

13.3"
axLe-tO-axLe
(when cocked)

12.6"
axLe-tO-axLe
(when cocked)
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At only 13.3" axle-to-axle (when 
cocked), TenPoint’s Xtreme Limb 
Technology (XLT) is ultra-compact 
and maneuverable.

nOthinG is deadLier than VenOm
The premium level Venom combines TenPoint’s popular FSB stock and a 19.9-inch woven  
carbon fiber barrel with a supercharged version of our XLT bow assembly to create a 
lightweight and ultra-compact model that delivers a vicious hit up to 372 FPS.

165
LB draW

185
LB draW

372/114
FPs/Ke

370-grain Pro Lite Arrow:

353/118
FPs/Ke

425-grain Pro Elite Arrow:

PACKAGE OVERVIEWPACKAGE OVERVIEW

Available only as a complete packageAvailable only as a complete package

OPtiCs TenPoint RangeMaster Pro Scope mounted on an extended machined aluminum  
7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount

COCKinG aid Your choice of either the patented ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism

QUiVer Instant Detach 3-Arrow Quiver; Ambidextrous Side-Mount Quiver Bracket

arrOWs Six-pack of TenPoint Pro Elite carbon arrows with practice points

nOise damPeninG TenPoint’s exclusive Bowjax Crossbow Noise Dampening Kit

additiOnaL items Owner’s Instructional DVD; TenPoint vehicle window sticker

Includes 
RUBBeR 
SafeTY WingS

Includes 
RUBBeR 
SafeTY WingS

Helps protect fingers from  
dangerously migrating  
above flight deck.

Helps protect fingers from  
dangerously migrating  
above flight deck.

a shOt OF adrenaLine FOr YOUr arrOW
A perfectly balanced precision hunting machine, the premium level Carbon Nitro RDX  
features our ultra-light carbon fiber barrel and an innovative adjustable C3 carbon stock. 
Its RDX bow assembly measures a remarkable 10-inches axle-to-axle when cocked  
and delivers a vicious hit up to 385 FPS.

RAW POWER  
MEETS REFINED
PERFORMANCE 

385/122
FPs/Ke

370-grain Pro Lite Arrow:

364/125
FPs/Ke

425-grain Pro Elite Arrow:

13.3"
axLe-tO-axLe
(when cocked)

10"
axLe-tO-axLe
(when cocked)

Brutal power with remarkable  
balance and maneuverability mark 
TenPoint’s newest, most radical  
bow assembly that measures  
10" axle-to-axle when cocked.

CARBON 
NITRO RDX VENOM

TACk-DRIVING  
PRECISION WITH
A VICIOUS BITE 

OPtiCs TenPoint RangeMaster Pro Scope mounted on an extended machined aluminum  
7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount

COCKinG aid Your choice of either the patented ACUdraw or Dedd Sled 50 rope-cocking mechanism

QUiVer Instant Detach 3-Arrow Quiver with Ambidextrous Bracket

arrOWs Six-pack of TenPoint Pro Elite carbon arrows with practice points

nOise damPeninG TenPoint’s RDX String Stop System

additiOnaL items Owner’s Instructional DVD; TenPoint vehicle window sticker
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185
LB draW

370-grain Pro Lite Arrow:

425-grain Pro Elite Arrow:

POWer and PreCisiOn redeFined
In redefining the compact crossbow landscape, the Stealth FX4 is driven by a super-
charged bow assembly that shoots up to 370 FPS. Its stock assembly featuring the FSB 
stock and fluted aluminum barrel serves as the foundation of this rock-solid crossbow.

370-grain Pro Lite Arrow:

ROCk-SOLID 
BUILD & SUPER-
CHARGED SPEED

At only 13.3" axle-to-axle (when 
cocked), TenPoint’s Xtreme Limb 
Technology (XLT) is ultra-compact 
and maneuverable.

370/113
FPs/Ke

350/116
FPs/Ke

350/101
FPs/Ke

328/104
FPs/Ke

13.3"
axLe-tO-axLe
(when cocked)

13.5"
axLe-tO-axLe
(when cocked)

435-grain Magnum XX75 
Aluminum Arrow:

PACKAGE OVERVIEW

Available only as a complete package

OPtiCs TenPoint 3x Pro-View 2™ Scope mounted on a machined aluminum 7/8-inch  
Fixed Dovetail Mount

COCKinG aid Your choice of either the patented ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism

QUiVer Instant Detach 3-Arrow Quiver; Ambidextrous Side-Mount Quiver Bracket

arrOWs Three-pack of TenPoint Pro Elite carbon arrows with practice points

nOise damPeninG TenPoint’s exclusive Bowjax Crossbow Noise Dampening Kit

additiOnaL items Owner’s Instructional DVD; TenPoint vehicle window sticker

Includes 
RUBBeR 
SafeTY WingS

Helps protect fingers from  
dangerously migrating  
above flight deck.

Available only as a complete package

PACKAGE OVERVIEW

OPtiCs TenPoint 3x Pro-View 2 Scope mounted on a machined aluminum 7/8-inch  
Fixed Dovetail Mount

COCKinG aid Your choice of either the patented ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism

QUiVer Instant Detach 3-Arrow Quiver; Ambidextrous Side-Mount Quiver Bracket

arrOWs Three-pack of TenPoint aluminum arrows with practice points

additiOnaL items Owner’s Instructional DVD; TenPoint vehicle window sticker

Includes 
RUBBeR 

SafeTY WingS

Helps protect fingers from  
dangerously migrating  
above flight deck.

Finished in MuddyGirl®  
camo, the Lady Shadow is  
one crossbow every female  
hunter should be proud to carry 
into the woods.

STEALTH FX4

SHADOW 
ULTRA-LITE and 
LADY SHADOW

6.4 POUNDS OF  
LIGHTS-OUT
DEVASTATION 

the LiGhtest tenPOint eVer Created
Featuring our weight-shedding, carbon-injected polymer barrel and FSB stock, the 
Shadow Ultra-Lite weighs in at a mere 6.4-pounds, the lightest TenPoint crossbow ever. 
Powered by our compact XLT bow assembly and measuring just 34.4-inches long,  
this easy-to-handle heavy-hitter shoots up to 350 FPS.

At only 13.5" axle-to-axle (when 
cocked), TenPoint’s Xtreme Limb 
Technology (XLT) is ultra-compact 
and maneuverable.

™

180
LB draW
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LiGhter, Faster, and mOre COmPaCt
Better than ever. Our adjustable Fusion S stock, and compact, 18.5-inch bow  
assembly powered by 175-pound HL limbs create the lightest, shortest, and fastest  
version of the all-time best-selling Titan crossbow.

175
LB draW

175
LB draW

340/95
FPs/Ke

370-grain Pro Lite Arrow:

320/97
FPs/Ke

425-grain Pro Elite Arrow:

next-GeneratiOn sPeed and handLinG
The adjustable Fusion S stock and ultra-compact, powerful 13.5-inch XLT bow  
assembly form a deadly combination that redefines performance and maneuverability  
for the easy-to-handle next generation Turbo GT.

Available only as a complete package

PACKAGE OVERVIEW

OPtiCs TenPoint 3x Pro-View 2 Scope mounted on a machined aluminum 7/8-inch  
Fixed Dovetail Mount

COCKinG aid Accepts the addition of either the patented ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism

QUiVer Instant Detach 3-Arrow Quiver; Ambidextrous Side-Mount Quiver Bracket

arrOWs Three-pack of TenPoint Pro Elite carbon arrows with practice points

additiOnaL items Owner’s Instructional DVD; TenPoint vehicle window sticker

370-grain Pro Lite Arrow:

340/109
FPs/Ke

425-grain Pro Elite Arrow:

TURBO GT TITAN SS

Featuring a NEW, lightweight riser,  
HL limbs and XR™ wheels, the Titan 
SS measures 18.5" axle-to-axle when 
cocked, and delivers impressive 
power and maneuverability.

LIGHT. FAST. 
NARROW.

At only 13.5" axle-to-axle (when 
cocked), TenPoint’s Xtreme Limb 
Technology (XLT) is ultra-compact 
and maneuverable.

PACKAGE OVERVIEW

OPtiCs TenPoint 3x Pro-View 2 Scope mounted on a machined aluminum 7/8-inch  
Fixed Dovetail Mount. “Skinny” package includes the non-illuminated 3x 32 Multi-Line™ Scope

COCKinG aid Accepts the addition of either the patented ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism

QUiVer Instant Detach 3-Arrow Quiver

arrOWs Three-pack of TenPoint Pro Elite carbon arrows with practice points (not included in “Skinny” package)

additiOnaL items Owner’s Instructional DVD; TenPoint vehicle window sticker

18.5"
axLe-tO-axLe
(when cocked)

13.5"
axLe-tO-axLe
(when cocked)

Includes 
gLaSS-
ReinfORced 
nYLOn SafeTY WingS

Helps protect fingers from  
dangerously migrating above  
flight deck.

Includes 
gLaSS-
ReinfORced 
nYLOn SafeTY WingS

Helps protect fingers from  
dangerously migrating above  
flight deck.

™

Available in a complete package or “Skinny” package (3x 32 Multi-Line Scope & quiver only)

THE FASTEST,  
LIGHTEST 
TITAN EVER

THE FASTEST,  
MOST-COMPACT 
TURBO EVER

360/107
FPs/Ke

20
16 CROSSBOW

S 
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1 Patented ACUdraw and ACUdraw 50 cocking devices 
Allow hunters of all ages and physical abilities to enjoy bowhunting

Safety Engineered Fore-Grip & Wings 
Designed to help keep the shooter’s fore-grip hand safely below  
the bowstring release path

DFI™ (Dry-Fire-Inhibitor) 
Prevents dry-firing the crossbow when not loaded

31⁄2-pound T3™ trigger with MIM  
(Metal-Injection-Molded) action components 
Delivers a smooth, crisp trigger-pull for increased accuracy with  
optimum creep for safety

Quiet MIM auto-engaging safety 
Reduces noise and auto engages while cocking

Limb Isolation System 
Over-the-Top limb pocket / Zytel® limb suspension system separates and  
isolates the limbs from direct contact with the riser to reduce sound  
and vibration

ACUdraw-ready FSB (Functionally Superior Bullpup), Fusion S,  
and C3 stocks  
Provide match-rifle stability when shooting

ACRA-ANGLE™ Barrel  
Eliminates finger pinching and ensures accuracy when manually  
drawing the crossbow

 VENOM XTRA VAPOR CARBON 
NITRO RDX VENOM STEALTH FX4 SHADOW ULTRA-LITE 

& LADy SHADOW TURBO GT TITAN SS

Premium 3.5 lb. T3™ trigger

Patented GripSafety

Embedded dual-purpose rubber safety wings

Glass-reinforced nylon safety wings

DFI (Dry-Fire-Inhibitor)

Auto-engaging safety

OTT (Over-the-Top) limb pocket / Zytel® "lift & separate" limb suspension system

XLT (Xtreme Limb Technology)

PLT (Parallel Limb Technology)

RDX (Reverse-Draw Crossbow Technology)

11-inch Iso-Taper limbs 

13-inch HL quad limbs  

13-inch RDX limbs 

RDX Cams

HE or HE 2 cams

HP, MR, or MRX cams

XR wheels

Lightweight, floating woven carbon fiber ACRA-ANGLE barrel

Tactical, aluminum ACRA-ANGLE slotted barrel

Fusion S composite stock and ACRA-ANGLE barrel

Carbon injected Polymer ACRA-ANGLE slotted barrel

ACUdraw and ACUdraw 50 compatible

Limited Lifetime Operational Warranty

MIM (Metal-Injection-Molded) 
Claw-Over String Latch

RangeMaster Pro Scope 
(Additional scope  
options available)

Patented Wedgie
Retention Spring Silencer Machined

Aluminum Riser  
And Limb Pockets

ACRA-AngLe Retention Spring
(Only on specific models)

Bowjax noise  
Dampening System
(Optional)

Molded Cavity For
ACUdraw Crank Handle
(Models without ACUdraw are
fitted with a rubber insert)  
(No cavity in Venom Xtra stock)

Patented gripSafety
Secondary Safety  
(Only on Vapor)

Steddyeddy Monopod  
System (Optional)

Precision CnC-machined
Aluminum Wheels Or Cams
(Cams are shown)

Synthetic Cable
Yokes For The Ultimate In
Tunability And Stability

SDS (String Dampening 
System) (Optional)

Iso-Taper™ Quad-Limb System
(Only on specific models)

3

4
7

8

2

6

5

1

deFininG FEATURES

QUALITy. DURABILITy. PERFORMANCE. THIS IS TENPOINT.
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 VENOM XTRA VAPOR CARBON NITRO RDX VENOM STEALTH FX4 SHADOW ULTRA-LITE LADy SHADOW TURBO GT TITAN SS

Length (w/stirrup) 35" 37.4" 34.25" 34.6" 34.4" 34.4" 34.4" 35" 35"

Width – Axle-to-Axle  
(uncocked/cocked)

17.6"/13.3" 17.5"/12.6" 15.5"/10" 17.6"/13.3" 17.6"/13.3" 17.5"/13.5" 17.5"/13.5" 17.5"/13.5" 21.5"/18.5"

Power Stroke 13.5" 15.5" 16.5" 13.5" 13.4" 12.6" 12.6" 12.6" 12.5"

Weight (w/o accessories) 6.7 LBS. 6.8 LBS. 7.8 LBS. 6.5 LBS. 6.8 LBS. 6.4 LBS. 6.4 LBS. 6.5 LBS. 6.7 LBS.

Draw Weight 185 LBS. 165 LBS. 165 LBS. 185 LBS. 185 LBS. 180 LBS. 180 LBS. 175 LBS. 175 LBS.

Pro Lite Arrow  
(370-grains)

372 / 114 N/A 385 / 122 372 / 114 370 / 113 350 / 101 350 / 101 360 / 107 340 / 95

Pro V22 Arrow  
(420-grains)

355 / 118 360 / 121 365 / 125 355 / 118 353 / 116 333 / 103 333 / 103 343 / 109 322 / 96

Pro Elite Arrow 
(425-grains)

353 / 118 N/A 364 / 125 353 / 118 350 / 116 331 / 103 331 / 103 340 / 109 320 / 97

Magnum XX75 Arrow 
(435-grains)

350 / 118 N/A 362 / 127 350 / 118 345 / 115 328 / 104 328 / 104 337 / 110 316 / 98

Accessories  
Included  
with Package
(see individual bow  
pages for detailed list  
of included items)

Package Numbers
w/ACUdraw 50: 

cB16001-8411
w/ACUdraw:

cB16001-8412

w/ACUdraw 50: 
cB13004-7411

w/ACUdraw: 
cB13004-7412

w/Dedd Sled 50: 
cB16005-5410

w/ACUdraw:
cB16005-5412

w/ACUdraw 50: 
cB14007-6811

w/ACUdraw: 
cB14007-6812

w/ACUdraw 50:
cB15019-5821

w/ACUdraw:
cB15019-5822

w/ACUdraw 50:
cB14018-7521

w/ACUdraw:
cB14018-7522

w/ACUdraw 50:
cB14018-9521

w/ACUdraw:
cB14018-9522

w/Rope-Cocker: 
cB16020-5920

w/ACUdraw 50:
cB16020-5521

w/ACUdraw:
cB16020-5522

“Skinny” Package: 
cB16047-7430
ACUdraw-Ready: 

cB16047-7520
w/ACUdraw 50:

cB16047-7521
w/ACUdraw:

cB16047-7522

CrOssBOW 
SPECIFICATIONS

PerFOrmanCe (FeeT-PeR-SeCOnD/FOOT-POUnDS Ke)

“Skinny” Package does 
not contain arrows.
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ACUDRAW (PATENTED)

ThE PREMIER CoCkING AID AvAILABLE ToDAy

ACUDRAW 50 (PATENTED)

TAkES ThE TRADITIoNAL RoPE-CoCkER To A NEW LEvEL

For years many crossbow shooters have used the conventional but cumbersome rope-cocker to load  
their crossbows, reducing the draw weight by half. 

TenPoint has taken this leveraged rope-cocking concept to an easy-to-use level. Integrated into  
the butt stock, the ACUdraw 50 ropes retract neatly inside the unit’s housing after cocking.  
No storing the rope, untangling it, or putting it away after use.

Contoured ACUdraw 50 covers fit the stock better than before, and are less bulky.  
The lightweight covers also improve the alignment of the mechanism’s hooks and handles  
in the housing for improved security when not in use.

 Reduces draw weight to about 5-pounds  
 when operated manually

 Lightweight and has no bulky clamp-on  
 assemblies or hang-on accessories

 Draws the bow accurately every time

 Available as an accessory or pre-installed

 Clever, convenient, and user-friendly

 Draws the bow accurately every time

 Lightweight and affordable

 no more dangling ropes or handles

 Works on most crossbow brands  
 on the market

Patented

Patented

 Draws the bow accurately every time

 no more need to hang a rope around your  
 neck or to stash it in your fanny pack

 When not in use, powerful mini-magnets hold  
 the handles securely and silently in place
 (Each ACUdraw 50 handle is marked: WARNING: Contains a  
 powerful Neodymium magnet that may interfere with the safe  
 operation of pacemakers or other medical implants.)

 Available as an accessory or pre-installed

Patented

C
O

C
K

IN
G DEVICES

COCKinG DEVICES

THREE INNOVATIVE COCkING DEVICES
MAkING BOWHUNTING ACCESSIBLE TO EVERyONE

The acUdRaW, 
acUdRaW 50 and acUROPe

The original ACUdraw converts even the heaviest draw weight to 
about five pounds of effort, and the ACUdraw 50 and ACUrope 
reduce a crossbow’s draw weight by 50%.

The most user-friendly and practical solution available on the  
market today for cocking a crossbow effortlessly and  
accurately. Fully integrated into the stock, with no dangling 
parts, it requires only the strength of the average person’s index 
finger to operate. The ACUdraw allows hunters of all ages and 
physical abilities to enjoy the great experience of bowhunting.

ACUROPE (PATENTED)

ThE INDUSTRy’S FIRST CoMPACT, FULLy RETRACTABLE RoPE-CoCkER

The ACUrope is a portable, retractable crossbow rope-cocker that cocks a  
crossbow like traditional rope-cockers on the market today – but that’s where the  
comparison ends. When the shooter is finished cocking the bow, the ACUrope’s draw 
cord completely retracts inside one of the two grips. Then, the grips dovetail neatly  
together to form a compact unit that the hunter can conveniently slip inside a 
belt-mounted holster or pouch. The unit’s slender draw cords, pound-for-pound, 
15-times stronger than steel, are made of heat and abrasion resistant  
SPECTRA® 1000 fiber.

18 19



STEDDyEDDy™ (PATENTED)

A telescoping two-section monopod that ensures motion-free shooting while seated 
in a treestand or ground blind, or while standing with the shooting stick supported 
against your mid-section. Set its length with a quick turn of the extension pole.  
Attach it to your crossbow using a 360-degree rapid-pivot tube equipped with a  
snap-on connection, and clamp it conveniently under your stock when not in use. 
Includes mounting hardware and two model-specific rod retention clips.

hCA-030 SteddyEddy Crossbow Monopod System  
(for all TenPoint crossbows built after 1999)

hCA-031 SteddyEddy Rapid-Pivot Retrofit Kit (not shown)

3-ARROW INSTANT DETACH QUIVER
Weighing only 4.75-ounces, our lightweight, quick-disconnect  
3-arrow quiver features an ultra-durable spine. Its cup also  
features a unique, flexible rubber loop that allows you to hang  
the quiver while in your treestand. Compatible with either our  
traditional quiver bracket or our side-mount quiver bracket,  
its three mounting positions allow you to adjust its orientation  
to suit your preference. Includes mounting hardware.

hCA-019 Quiver – Black

hCA-017 Ambidextrous Side-Mount  
Quiver Bracket (not shown)

NOISE DAMPENING PACkAGE
Private labeled exclusively for TenPoint 
by Bowjax, Inc. the Noise Dampening 
Package progressively reduces decibel 
level and shortens noise duration when 
used on a crossbow. It features a set 
of Bowjax limb vibration dampeners, a 
retention spring dampener, and barrel 
dampeners. Three versions are available.

hCA-13710 Noise Dampening Package – for solid and recurve limbs 
(not shown)

hCA-13813 Noise Dampening Package – for Iso-Taper and HL limbs  
(includes foot stirrup dampeners)

hCA-13910 Noise Dampening Package – for TL and ST limbs (not shown)

SCOPES

ranGemaster PrO™ sCOPe
This 8.25-inch aluminum scope features a variable speed and arrow 
drop-compensation setting for crossbows that shoot between 275 and 
425 FPS, and requires no adjustment for distance. Three duplex  
crosshairs and five dots calibrated for 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60-yards 
(fourth and fifth dots are free standing, just below the 40-yard  
crosshair) are available with a non-illuminated black dot or one of two 
rheostat-controlled, illuminated colored dots (red or green). An etched 
glass reticle and fully multi-coated 1.5 to 5x optics reduce the loss of 
light transmission, while a 30mm tube heightens light-gathering  
and durability.

3x PrO-VieW 2™ sCOPe
This lightweight, 8.5-inch aluminum-tube scope features 20, 30, 40, 
and 50-yard dots (fourth dot is free standing, just below the 40-yard 
crosshair) and fully-coated 3x optics. Available with non-illuminated 
black dots or one of two rheostat-controlled, illuminated colored dots 
(red or green).

hCA-09811 RangeMaster Pro Scope with 7/8-inch mounting rings

hCA-097-II 3x Pro-View 2 Scope with 7/8-inch mounting rings

GRIPGUARD™ (PATENTED)

A shield that custom fits over post-1999  
TenPoint synthetic stock model  
fore-grips with or without a  
GripSafety™. The wings at the top  
help prevent a shooter’s fore-grip  
fingers and/or thumb from  
dangerously migrating above  
the flight deck while shooting.

hCA-10014 Molded GripGuard – black

BEDNAR PERFECT PULLER™ (PATENTED)

Named for and originally developed by the late Hall of Fame 
Archer Bill Bednar, this tool is designed to pull arrows from high 
density targets. Includes three interchangeable grippers sized 
to fit different shaft diameters of both crossbow and compound 
arrows. In addition, the hunter orange handles are notched to 
create a built-in nock tool.

hCA-104 Bednar Perfect Puller (with interchangeable grippers)

SDS™ (STRING DAMPENING SySTEM) (PATENTED)

Featuring micro-adjustable dampening rods with durable,  
high impact rubber dampeners the SDS mounts in the cable 
slot to dramatically reduce string noise and oscillation.  
Compatible with post-1999 TenPoint thumbhole models, except 
the GT Curve™. Also compatible with all pre-2015 Wicked Ridge 
crossbows, all Raider CLS™ and Warrior HL™ models,  
and Horton™ Legend Ultra Lite™ crossbows.

hCA-149 SDS (String Dampening System)
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CrOssBOW ACCESSORIES

CROSSBOW CASES
Our NEW embroidered soft case (left) fits all TenPoint crossbows, and features a 
removable shoulder strap and large zipper-accessible storage pocket for  
arrows, quiver, and other accessories. The TenPoint compact soft case (right)  
features thick padding, Trico-lining, a heavy-duty YKK zipper with double pulls,  
and a removable shoulder strap. Both cases are constructed from double-stitched  
high-grade Cordura®. 

hCA-20016-T TenPoint Embroidered Soft Case with Storage Pocket – black

hCA-20113 TenPoint Compact Limb Soft Case – black

TENPOINT NEOPRENE SLING
TenPoint’s sling features an extra strong 1.25-inch  
shoulder strap with an integrated elastic band for  
Crossbow Unloading Bolt storage, and a thumb  
loop for added shoulder security. Non-slip  
design with custom swivels and heavy-duty  
adjustable strap. Includes one CUB™  
(CUB not compatible with Carbon Nitro RDX).

hCA-004 TenPoint Neoprene Sling
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PATENTED ACUDRAW™ & ACUDRAW 50™ 
(ALSO SHOWN ON PAGES 18 & 19)

Your dealer – or you if you have the proper tools – can install either of 
these two patented cocking devices. Units include a template for drilling 
the receiver holes in pre-2003 TenPoint models (drill, bits, and hole 
cutter not included). Receiver holes are pre-molded in current models. 
Includes installation instructions.

hCA-000-B-II ACUdraw Cocking Mechanism

hCA-000-B-A50 ACUdraw 50 Cocking Mechanism

TENPOINT HOODED SWEATSHIRT (CHARCOAL)

TenPoint’s hooded sweatshirts are made from 80% cotton  
and 20% polyester, and feature the TenPoint “Property of” logo.  
Available in sizes Medium through 2XL.

hCA-66915-M hCA-66915-XL

hCA-66915-L hCA-66915-XXL

TENPOINT T-SHIRTS
Show your TenPoint pride with these premium quality, super soft  
logo tees. Available in three designs, sizes Medium through 2XL.

LarGe tenPOint LOGO (CharCOaL)

hCA-66015-M hCA-66015-XL

hCA-66015-L hCA-66015-XXL

VintaGe tenPOint LOGO (red)

hCA-66115-M hCA-66115-XL

hCA-66115-L hCA-66115-XXL

“estaBLished 1994” LOGO (CharCOaL)

hCA-66215-M hCA-66215-XL

hCA-66215-L hCA-66215-XXL

ACUDRAW REPLACEMENT ACCESSORIES (SHOWN COLLECTIVELY)

hCA-401 ACUdraw Draw Cords (one-piece for new style claw)

hCA-411 ACUdraw Retraction Spring (post 1998)

hCA-41106
ACUdraw Retraction Spring (post 2006 without roll pin on 
hub – call TenPoint’s Warranty Department at 330-628-9245 
if clarification is needed)

hCA-421 ACUdraw Claw with self-centering draw cord

hCA-423 ACUdraw Replacement Covers – Black (pair)

hCA-426 ACUdraw Claw Holder

hCA-428 ACUdraw Claw III Kit (includes claw, holder,  
and draw cord)

hCA-429 ACUdraw Claw Clip (FSB stocks only)

hCA-430 ACUdraw Hand Crank (replacement handle only)

hCA-435 ACUdraw Hand Crank & Holster Combo

hCA-450 ACUdraw 50 Replacement Draw Cords (pair)

hCA-451 ACUdraw 50 Replacement Retraction Spring

hCA-454 ACUdraw 50 Handles with Draw Cords (pair)

hCA-455 ACUdraw 50 Replacement Covers – Black (pair) (except for  
GT Flex and models formerly known as 6 Point Series) 

ACUROPE™ (PATENTED)

A revolutionary portable, retractable crossbow  
rope-cocker that reduces the effort required to  
cock a crossbow by 50%. The grips dovetail  
neatly together to form a compact unit.

hCA-000-B-R ACUrope

CROSSBOW MAINTENANCE

CareKit™
Includes three maintenance tools (Microlon® Precision Oiler, TenPoint 
String Wax and Conditioner, and Flight Rail and Trigger Lube) packaged 
in a multi-cavity plastic mini-case with plenty of extra room for other 
bow maintenance items.

strinG Wax and COnditiOner
Made from all natural compounds. Comes in a convenient chap stick 
style tube. Lubricates and rejuvenates bow strings and cables.

FLiGht raiL and triGGer LUBe
Unlike other manufacturers’ gel-based lubricants, will not gum-up in 
cold weather or collect dirt and grit.

hCA-11207 CareKit (not shown)

hCA-11007 TenPoint String Wax and Conditioner

hCA-111 Flight Rail and Trigger Lube

CUB™ (CROSSBOW UNLOADING BOLT)
(PATENTED)

This single-use biodegradable unloading 
bolt decomposes naturally to minimize  
environmental impact, and occupies the 
same space as two ball-point pens. Not 
compatible with Carbon Nitro RDX.

hEA-000.6 CUB (6-pack)

tenPOint OFFICIAL GEAR
ShOW YOUR TenPOinT PRide
fROM The WOOdS to the WORKPLace

TENPOINT HATS
These stylish embroidered adjustable TenPoint logo hats are the perfect  
way to wear your TenPoint pride anywhere you go. Choose from three  
different styles. One size fits all.

CamO “est. 1994” hat

hCA-62515-MT

BLaCK/tan “est. 1994” hat

hCA-62515-BT

GraY/White 
tenPOint LOGO hat

hCA-62515-GW

DEDD SLED 50™ ROPE-COCkER
TenPoint’s new, lightweight Dedd Sled 50 reduces  
a crossbow’s draw weight by 50%. Compatible with  
all TenPoint, Horton, and Wicked Ridge crossbows.

hCA-00050-SL Dedd Sled 50 Rope-Cocker
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AN OMNI-NOCk FOR EVERy  
CROSSBOW ARROW
Each of TenPoint’s four arrows  
come pre-installed with its  
own colored Omni-Nock.

Because the channel “holds” the bowstring in place, the Omni-Nock 
also prevents flat-nock “shoot-over” or “shoot-under”, a growing 
problem with today’s narrow crossbows with acute string angles.

In addition, our four-arrow lineup of lightweight and standard-weight 
crossbow arrows offer you the perfect arrow for whichever shooting  
or hunting situation you face.

Micro-grooves form bowstring  
channels which eliminate the  
indexing problem associated  
with moon and capture nocks.

Color-coded omni-Nocks 
make it easy to find  
the right nocks for  
your arrows.

XX75 MAGNUM
NEON ORANGE

PRO ELITE
NEON yELLOW

PRO V22
FLUORESCENT  
FIRE ORANGE

PRO LITE
NEON GREEN

yOUR ONE-STOP SOURCE FOR CROSSBOW ARROWS
Regardless of which arrow you shoot, you no longer need to choose  
between moon, capture, or flat nocks. TenPoint’s patented Omni-Nock™ 
and their patent-pending lighted version, the Omni-Brite 2.0 Lighted 
Nock System, make these special-purpose nocks obsolete*.  
The Omni-Nock and Omni-Brite 2.0 designs each feature six micro- 
grooves that form three bowstring channels which eliminate the  
indexing problem associated with moon and capture nocks. 

OMNI-BRITE 2.0  
LIGHTED NOCk SySTEM
The three-piece, patent pending Omni-Brite 2.0 Lighted Nock  
System begins with a Nock-Receiver insert with a six-sided interior  
cavity designed to accept a combined LED Unit and transparent  
pegged Omni-Brite 2.0 Nock. The Nock Receiver glues into the nock-end 
of the arrow and must be indexed or aligned with the vanes. Like the 
Omni-Nocks, Nock Receivers employ the same color-scheme and are, 
therefore, arrow-specific.

To complete the Omni-Brite 2.0 installation, insert the LED Unit – lighted 
end first – into the peg end of the Omni-Brite 2.0 Nock and insert the 
nock and LED Unit into the Nock Receiver. Then, insert the nock tabs 
between the receiver’s locking clips until you hear/feel it click into place. 
When you fire your crossbow, the bowstring’s force will compress the two 
pieces, eliminate the gap, and activate the LED.

To deactivate the Omni-Brite 2.0 System, remove the nock and LED Unit, 
and pull the lighted end of the LED Unit until the light is off.  
The LED Unit’s battery should last for approximately eight hours. 

PaTenTed OMni-nOcK and neW PaTenT-Pending  
OMni-BRiTe 2.0™ LighTed nOcK SYSTeM

A REVOLUTION IN CROSSBOW ARROW 
NOCk TECHNOLOGy

The omni-Brite 2.0 Lighted Nock System is comprised of a translucent 
omni-Nock, an LED Unit and a Nock Receiver, shown below in order from left to right.

OMNI-NOCk AND OMNI-BRITE 2.0 SySTEM ARROW-BUILDING COMPONENTS
For those who prefer to build their own arrows, all Omni-Nock and Omni-Brite 2.0 Lighted  
Nock System components are available in both three and six-pack accessory packages.  
The Omni-Brite 2.0 components include Omni-Nocks, LED Units, Receivers (for arrows with shaft 
sizes .297, .302, and .306 I.D.), Refletching Tools, and a Receiver Alignment Tool. Also included 
are optional moon nocks. 

The Refletching Tool fits into the Omni-Nock or Omni-Brite 2.0 nock, making it compatible for 
use on a Bitzenburger Jig. 

The Receiver Alignment Tool has one side that mates with an Omni-Brite 2.0 Receiver.

LIGHTED MOON NOCk OPTION (NOT FOR USE ON TENPOINT CROSSBOWS)

All TenPoint Omni-Brite 2.0 Lighted Nock Systems, in 3-packs and 6-packs, include optional transparent, pegged moon nocks, 
compatible with the Omni-Nock 2.0 Receiver. Therefore, if your bow manufacturer requires, you can substitute moon nocks  
in place of the Omni-Brite 2.0 nocks.

Lighted Nock System with moon nock

Refletching Tool

Receiver  
Alignment Tool

*Engineered for TenPoint Crossbow Technologies, Horton Crossbow Innovations, 
and Wicked Ridge Crossbows, the Omni-Nock works well on other manufactures’ 
models with precise and consistent bowstring alignment. Check your  
manufacturer’s arrow specifications. If it specifies or requires a moon  
or capture nock, please follow its recommendation.
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7.6% loss of speed over 50-yds.

15.9% loss of Ke over 50-yds. 

2.5-inch group at 50-yds.

As tested with our 185# draw-weight test bow

PrO eLite™ Carbon Arrow
STANDARD-WEIGHT / 425-GRAINS* / BALANCED AT 13% F.O.C.

The Pro Elite 20-inch 22/64ths diameter carbon arrow is fletched slightly offset with AAE EP-40 Elite 
Plastifletch 3 7/8" vanes. It is fitted with a 68-grain brass insert and TenPoint’s neon yellow Superbrite 
Omni-Nock. Pro Elite shafts are inspected for straightness to within .003 and hand-sorted for weight 
tolerance to within two grains per dozen.

8.9% loss of speed over 50-yds.

18.7% loss of Ke over 50-yds. 

2-inch group at 50-yds.

As tested with our 185# draw-weight test bow

PrO V22™ Carbon Arrow
STANDARD-WEIGHT / 420-GRAINS* / BALANCED AT 10.5% F.O.C.

The Pro V22™ 22-inch, 22/64ths diameter carbon arrow is fletched slightly offset with Easton®  
BTV vanes. It is fitted with a 24-grain aluminum insert and TenPoint’s fluorescent fire orange Superbrite 
Omni-Nock. Precision engineered by Easton®, Pro V22 shafts are inspected for straightness to within 
.003 and hand sorted for weight tolerance to within two grains per dozen.

8.9% loss of speed over 50-yds.

18.7% loss of Ke over 50-yds. 

2.25-inch group at 50-yds.

As tested with our 185# draw-weight test bow

PrO Lite™ Carbon Arrow
LIGHTWEIGHT / 370-GRAINS* / BALANCED AT 10% F.O.C.

The Pro Lite 20-inch 22/64ths diameter carbon arrow is fletched slightly offset with Arizona Archery  
Enterprises, Inc. (AAE) EP-40 Elite Plastifletch 3 7/8" vanes. It is fitted with a 25-grain aluminum insert  
and TenPoint’s neon green Superbrite™ Omni-Nock.

Note: Do not use the Pro Lite arrow with most pre-2012 TenPoint Crossbows

11.9% loss of speed over 50-yds.

25.2% loss of Ke over 50-yds. 

3-inch group at 50-yds.

As tested with our 185# draw-weight test bow

PURCHASE OPTIONS PRO LITE PRO V22 PRO ELITE XX75  
MAGNUM

OMNI-BRITE 2.0 LIGHTED  
NOCk COMPONENTS

3-pack arrows with practice points HEA-460.3 HEA-522.3 HEA-620.3 HEA-002.3 —

6-pack arrows with practice points HEA-460.6 HEA-522.6 HEA-620.6 HEA-002.6 —

72-pack arrows HEA-460.72 HEA-522.72 HEA-620.72 HEA-002.72 —

3-pack Omni-Brite 2.0 lighted arrows HEA-428.3 HEA-528.3 HEA-638.3 HEA-038.3 —

6-pack Omni-Brite 2.0 lighted arrows HEA-428.6 HEA-528.6 HEA-638.6 HEA-038.6 —

3-pack Omni-Brite 2.0 Lighted Nock System — — — — HEA-368.3

6-pack Omni-Brite 2.0 Lighted Nock System — — — — HEA-368.6

6-pack receivers HEA-346.6 HEA-345.6 HEA-345.6 HEA-347.6 —

xx75 maGnUm™ Aluminum Arrow
STANDARD-WEIGHT / 435-GRAINS* / BALANCED AT 7% F.O.C.

The XX75 Magnum 20-inch, 2219 aluminum arrow is fletched slightly offset with AAE EP-40 Elite  
Plastifletch 3 7/8" vanes. It is fitted with a 13-grain CPC carbon insert and TenPoint’s neon orange  
Superbrite Omni-Nock. Precision engineered by Easton®, Magnum shafts are inspected for straightness 
to within .003 and hand sorted for weight tolerance to within two grains per dozen.

CROSSBOW MODEL STRINGS STRING TWISTS CABLES CABLE TWISTS

Huntsman 1994-1997 Upgrade Required 13 (after upgrade) Upgrade Required 13 (after upgrade)

Huntsman 1998 Upgrade Required 13 (after upgrade) Upgrade Required 13 (after upgrade)

HuntMaster (w/out yokes) 1994-1995 HCA-115 13 Upgrade Required 13 (after upgrade)

HuntMaster (w/yokes) 1995-1997 HCA-115 13 HCA-124 13

Huntmaster TL-4 1998 HCA-115 13 HCA-124 13

458 Magnum 1996-1997 HCA-119 13 HCA-124 13

458 Magnum TL-4 1998-1999 HCA-115 13 HCA-124 13

Woodsman, Woodsman Plus & Woodsman SE Upgrade Required 13 (after upgrade) Upgrade Required 13 (after upgrade)

Slider, Titan TL-7, Titan TL-4, Titan, Titan II & Titan SE Upgrade Required 13 (after upgrade) Upgrade Required 13 (after upgrade)

Turbo Extreme & Magnum Extreme HCA-115 13 HCA-124 13

Elite X2, Magnum X2, Stealth X2 & Turbo X-2 HCA-115 13 HCA-124 13

Hybrid Lite & Elite Lite HCA-115 13 HCA-124 13

Pro Fusion, Pro Slider, Titan TL-9 & Titan HLX HCA-115 13 HCA-124 13

Pro Elite, Elite, Elite QX-4 & QX-4 HCA-115 13 HCA-124 13

Maverick HP, Pro Elite HP, Blazer HP & Lazer HP HCA-115 13 HCA-124 13

Phantom Xtra, Phantom CLS, Shadow CLS & Defender CLS HCA-11607 16-18 HCA-12307 6-8

Carbon Xtra CLS & Carbon Fusion CLS HCA-11607 16-18 HCA-12307 6-8

Stealth XLT & Turbo XLT HCA-12110 14-16 HCA-12710 5-7

Turbo XLT II, Carbon Elite XLT & Stealth SS HCA-12112 14-16 HCA-12912 9-11

Shadow Ultra-Lite, Tactical XLT & Turbo GT HCA-12112-R Pre Twisted HCA-12912-R Pre Twisted

Titan Xtreme HCA-11712 14-16 HCA-12612 10-12

GT Curve, GT Flex & GT Mag HCA-12008 16-20 N/A N/A

Vapor HCA-11813 Pre Twisted HCA-12813 Pre Twisted*

Venom HCA-12014 Pre Twisted HCA-12514 Pre Twisted**

Lady Shadow HCA-12115-P Pre Twisted HCA-12915-P Pre Twisted**

Stealth FX4 & Venom Xtra HCA-12015-O Pre Twisted HCA-12515-O Pre Twisted**

Titan SS HCA-11716-S Pre Twisted HCA-12616-S Pre Twisted

Carbon Nitro RDX HCA-12216-R Pre Twisted HCA-13116-R Pre Twisted

*With 100-grain field point or broadhead

strinG and CaBLe reFerenCe GUide

Note: When installing most cables, twist the bottom yoke (located at the end of each cable) four times and the top yoke one time. 

*Twist the Vapor top yokes three full twists, and the bottom yokes three full twists — the string and cables are pre-twisted,  
and do not require additional twists. 

**Twist the Venom Xtra, Venom, Stealth FX4 & Lady Shadow bottom yokes four full twists — the string and cables are pre-twisted,  
and do not require additional twists.
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© Copyright 2016 TenPoint Crossbow Technologies® 
These products are covered by one or more of the patents found at www.tenpointcrossbows.com/pages/patent-technologies/.
Note: TenPoint Crossbow Technologies reserves the right to alter product specifications during any model year.

1325 Waterloo Road • Mogadore, OH 44260-9608
Phone: 330.628.9245 • Fax: 330.628.0999

WWW.TENPOINTCROSSBOWS.COM

CORPORATE STATEMENT
Our goal at TenPoint Crossbow Technologies® is to be a world class manufacturer of products that are recognized 

as an industry standard for safety, precision engineering, durability, performance and power.

Two principles guide the operation of our company. First, quality cannot be compromised. Second, successful 

enterprise comes from sound business relationships built on mutual trust, respect and ethical behavior.

Our marketing objective is to build solid long-term relationships with our business partners and customers.  

We intend to achieve that goal by keeping our promises, responding quickly, operating consistently and remaining 

loyal. We promise to stand by our products, correct our errors, listen to suggestions and continuously look for 

ways to improve our methods of operation.  

Finally, we are committed to the care and conservation of our land, water and air; to the humane and responsible 

management of our wildlife and to the preservation and expansion of recreational shooting and hunting.

PROUDLY MADE IN THE U.S.A.
We design, build, and test our crossbows here in the USA. Doing so enables us to control the process and to use 

the best parts and materials available, thereby guaranteeing a final product of uncompromising quality. 

Our rigorous testing standards have earned us a reputation for making some of the most durable and dependable 

products on the market. We validate all of our designs through a prototyping process that combines hands-on 

testing with automated cycle testing.

Our automated shooting simulator allows us to put thousands of shots on our bow assembly designs in a matter 

of days — so when the final product arrives on the shelves, it will meet your expectations.


